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David Mooreâ€™s data analysis (conceptual) approach, which revolutionized the introductory

statistics textbook, moves students away from formulas and number-crunching, focusing instead on

how working statisticians inÂ aÂ variety of fieldsÂ collect and analyze data, and use the results to

tackle real-world problems. The clear, direct way of emphasizing the courseâ€™s relevance and

confronting studentsâ€™ math anxieties is at the heart of the bestselling The Basic Practice of

Statistics (BPS). It is also the ideal approach for taking full advantage of the powerful statistical tools

and interactive learning features in this new editionâ€™s text/media package. Now more than ever,

BPS is ready to help students move from reading about statistical practice to practicing statistics

themselves. Maximize Teaching and Learning with WebAssign Premium Macmillan Learning and

WebAssign have partnered to deliver WebAssign Premium â€“ a comprehensive and flexible suite of

resources for your math for teachers course. Combining the most widely used online homework

platform with authoritative textbook content and Macmillanâ€™s esteemed Mathtools, WebAssign

Premium extends and enhances the classroom experience for instructors and students.Â  Preview

course content and sample assignments at www.webassign.net/whfreeman.
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Horrible book - the explanations of the concepts are as clear as mud, examples in the chapter have

very little to do with the problems in the book, solutions in the back of the book are sometimes

incorrect, and the problems are often worded in a way to make them as difficult as possible to

understand what is wanted. My teacher only tried to work odd problems with us in the hope that this



would help us do the even problems on our own, but the problems were often so unrelated that this

usually didn't work. I like math, but would rather dig ditches in the hot sun rather than attempt

problems from this book. I took statistics at another college a few years back, and the text was

clear, with lots of examples using bell curves. This book has few diagrams, and the diagrams they

do have are poorly connected to the text. Be prepared to learn on youtube if you are forced to use

this text. The only excuse for the incomprehensible language used in this book to present concepts

is that the authors are either English as a second language learners or are so brilliant in math that

they have absolutely no writing skills. Shame on W.H. Freeman and Co. for producing six editions of

this inexcusable excuse for a statistics textbook - I wish I could give it zero stars.

This textbook needs some second edit! So many literature problems, sometimes--oops!--double

word, and most importantly (especially for its price tag) it's disorganized. Luckily, our professor is

aware of that and accommodates but yeah, confusing on its overall "order".

In case you are wondering, this is the same as the newest version. They expand on one chapter

about ethics in the newer edition. Besides that, the problems and content in the CD are also new. If

you just need the book to read and practice for class, but not turn in assignments based on

materials in the CD, get this book. I like it.

I was required to purchase this book for college but it turned out to have a lot of useful information

and helped me learn.

This was a required book for class. The book was easy to follow with assignments and good

explanations that were easy to follow and keep me up with the class.

Very useful for learning Statistics! I bought this book because it was the one my professor required,

and I can see why! Not only was my professor very informative, but any time I had problems with

something, the book always explained what I needed. I am not very good with math, so I was

hesitant as to how well I would do in this class, but reading this book helped me to understand

everything, and I passed with an A!

This is a good book for a novice writer like myself.
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